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Thermodynamic models based on various assumptic,ns concerning 
the geometry and thermodynamics of collisions are widely used 
in describing data from relativistic ion collisiotLS /l/, The mo
dels reproduce reasonably the shapes of the spect1·a of produced 
particles, but essential problems arise when the total number 
of produced pions is considered. Thermodynamic models predict 
about twice as many pions in comparison with expe1·imental data. 

In the present paper we concentrate on reprodUI:ing, in ther
modynamic modelG, the average multiplicity of negative pions, 
<n>inel , produced in inelastic collisions of 4He andl2C with 
various nuclear targets (Li, ••• ,Pb) at a 4.5 GeV/•: momentum per 
incident nucleon. We compare results of model calo:ulations with 
experimental average transverse momenta, <pT>, of ,.- mesons and 
average rapidities <y>. 

Two thermodynamic models, firestreak /2,3/ and :iretube /4/, 
have been tested. The models differ only in geome:rical assump
tions concerning the dynamics of collisions. Beca1se the fire
streak model is widely described in the literatur~/l-3/ we bri
efly present geometrical assumptions of the firet1be model only. 
Diffuse surface density distributions are used in this model as 
in the firestreak one. Interactions between colli1ear tubes of 

1 ( · h • 1 • tot ) nuc eons w1t geometr1ca cross sect1ons u = aNN are as-
sumed to occur independently. The probability of finding n 
nucleons in a projectile or target tube centered at o in the 
plane perpendicular to the collision axis z is 

A u T.. (b) u T (b) A - n 
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where Ap,t 1s the projectile (target) mass nucber and the 
"thickness function", T , is /5/ p,t 

+oo 
T (b)~ ( p (b, z) dz. 
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The cross section for projectile-target interaction is 
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A geometrical part of the firetube model imitates the one of 
the collective tube model/6 /. An advantage of this geometrical 
approach is that the absolute values of cross sections are de
termined without additional assumption (as opposed to the fire
streak model). We have found a reasonable agreement (differences 
less than 15%) of calculated and experimental/7/ total inelastic 
cross sections. So, in the remaining part of our paper we shall 
concentrate on the firetube model. However, if the experimental 
values of the cross sections are used for normalization in the 
firestreak model, results of this model for <n>inel become 
close to those of the firetube model. Other results of the fire
streak model being independent of normalization are close to 
those given by the firetube model. 

In the two tested models the nuclear thermodynamics of Ref.3 
has been used, where, besides pions and deltas, light nuclei 
and resonances have been considered. We took a sharp ~ mass 
and, instead of TJ • (.,,a ('(ap+at)) with a t the number mm,max • p p, 
of nucleons from the proJeCt1le ~target) tube), we used a cut-
off for 939 HeV mass per baryon of fireobject, see Re£.4. We 
fixed the ratio of the charge to the baryon number equal to that 
of the whole system. When thermal equilibrium is assumed to be 
achieved, the systems decay at some critical density, Pc. The 
parameters of particle distributions (temperatures and chemical 
potentials) are fixed on the assumption of chemical equilibrium, 
charP'f>. haryon nnmhPr :mel PnPr~y nPn"i t-i "'" ron.,<>r.r:~t-i nn 

Colliding objects (streaks or tubes) are usually assumed 
to stop in their CM system, i.e., they lose their momenta compl
letely and the total kinetic energy undergoes thermalization 
(full thermalization case). In Fig.l are presented average 
multiplicities of rr- mesons produced in collisions of 4tfe and 
12C nuclei with various nuclear targets from 6Li to 207pb/7-9/. 
The dash-dotted lines correspond to the assumption of full 
thermalization. Results of the model differ from experimental 
values of < n> inel by a factor of about 2 and exhibit a too 
steep rise with target mass number. Let us discuss the sensi
tivity of this result to the assumptions of the model. In our 
calculations we have used the value of critical density Pc 
= 0.12 fm- 3 as in Ref.3. The increase of Pc slightly decreases 
the number of produced pions as discussed in Ref.IO. The number 
of pions obtained from the calculations is sensitive to the 
choice of particles and resonances taken into account in the 
thermalization process. Taking into account nucleon resonances 
affects the number of pions only insignificantly /10/. Some de
crease of .< n > inel values can be obtained if one takes into ac
count strange particle production. This leads to the change of 
the results by less than 10% in the collisions studied. 
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Fig.,l. The average multiplicities, 
<n>mel, of rr- mesons (normali
zed to ainel ) versus the target 
mass number, A 1.{.3 • Experimental 
points (•) from Ref.7 and (o) 
from Ref.9. 

Trying to explain the aniso
tropy of angular distributions 
of particles produced in 12C _12c 
central collisions,Das Gupta has 
assumed/III that nuclear matter is 
partly transparent,i.e.,the col
liding objects do not stop comp-

o1L--,~-,~~~-.~~.-t---~ letely but lose only some fraction 

1i Pb of their longitudinal momenta. 
a A"J • d. f . '1 ~ The coll1 1ng parts o proJeCt1 e 

and target independently undergo thermalization and finally de
cay separately. The temperatures of colliding fireobjects from 
projectile and target are, of course, different (T P.;,. Tt ). 

Following Das Gupta idea, we introduce the transparency to 
describe pion multiplicity. 

The momentum loss of the colliding objects in thermodynamic 
models can take the form: 

t\Pz = f (ap 'at • pCM:-i) 

pCMS is the center of mass incident momentum. If the interaction 
of the objects is assumed to be coherent, it would be appropriate 
to study the momentum loss in the CU of the objects. If, on the 
other hand, the momentum loss is assumed to occur in separate 
nucleon-nucleon interactions, it is better to study the momen
tum loss in the nucleon-nucleon CH system. 

We have considered five one-free-parameter forms of the func-
tion f (ap, at, pCMS) ( a is a free p~rameter). . . . 

i) The nucleons undergo mult1ple scatter1ng los1ng 1n eacf 
interaction a constant amount aP CMS of their momenta14 • NN 

CMS 
~pz = aPNN apat. 

ii) The nucleons undergo multiple scattering losing in each 
interaction a constant fraction a of their momenta, 

CMS 
~p =P [1-exp(-a(a +at))]. 

z ap at p 

iii) The nucleons from target and projectile tubes interact 
coherently. During the collision the tubes lose a con-
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stant amount of their momenta (dashed lines 1n Fig,!) 

.1Pz "'const (in CM a P, at system), 

iv) The tubes interact coherently and lose a constant fraction 
of their momenta (solid lines in Fig,!), 

CMS 
.1Pz "' aP '\1 at • 

v) The nucleon passing through a nucleus can interact only 
once with one of the nucleons of the target nucleus 
(dashed lines in Fig,2), 

CMS 
M~ = aPNN·min (ap, at). 

In cases i) and ii) (not presented in figures) we have ob
tained the reduction of the value of <n>inel by fitting para
meter a. However, the increase of multiplicity with target mass 
number is as strong as for the full thermalization case. A wea
ker dependence on AT has been found for cases iii) and iv), but 
the agreement with experimental data is not satisfactory (see 
Fig.!), We have found a reasonable description of multiplicity 
only for v)case(a = 0.47,Fig.2,TptTt ),where the momentum loss 
(.1~ ) is roughly independent of the target mass number, In 
figs,3 and 4 we compare results of calculations, performed with . .. ,. .. ~ '- ' .. 
~U\...11 c1 UlUWCULUW J...U_,o;:, .LUULI-J..Ull\Ud::»Ut::U .LJ...Llt::b, .Lp t= J.t) ,W.L.Lll UCI.-

ta/8,12/ concerning <pT> and <y > of negative pions .A significant 
disagreement has been found in the rapidity case.This discrepan
cy can be removed on the unphysical assumption that,despite the 
existence of transparency,the temperatures of the projectile and 
target fireobjects are equal('l'p = Tt>. On such an unphysical as
sumption a good agreement with <y> values has been found,whereas 
the model predictions concerning <n>inel and <p >have been slight-
ly changed (solid lines in Fig.2,3 and 4). T 

We have also found an·agreement of the experimental values 
of <y> with those calculated under the assumption of full ther
malization (see Fig.4), This means that the effective center of 
mass of produced pions is equal to the center of mass of col
liding objects, So, if we assume that pions are emitted by two 
sources, the temperatures of the sources have to be equal/13/, 
Because the transparency leads to different temperatures of the 
fireobjects from target and projectile (independently of the 
form of the function .1Pz), this idea is in contradiction with 
data concerning <y> of pions. 

What is really needed for a description of various experimen
tal data in the frame of thermodynamical models is the longitu
dinal collective motion of excited nuclear matter in the own 
center of mass, Such a motion introduces the anisotropy of ra-
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Fig.3, The average transverse 
momenta, <p T >,of rr- mesons ver
sus the target mass number, 
A1f3, Experimental points from 
Ref. B. 

Fig.4. The average rapidity, 
<y>, of rr- mesons versus the 
target mass number, A1.{.3. Expe
rimental points (e) from Ref.8 
and(o) fromRef.12. 

diated particles and reduces the energy which undergoes ther
malization, The longitudinal collective motion naturally arises 
in the hydrodynamical approach to nuclear collisions /l4/. In 
this approach the first stage of interaction is hydrodynamical 
expansion (along the beam axis) which goes into thermodynamical 
one at some critical temperature. Because the hydrodynamical ex
pansion is symmetric (or slightly shifted to the backward hemi
sphere /15/) in the CH of colliding objects and the average tem-
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peratures of parts of matter expanding forward and backward 
are equal, the average rapidity of produced pions should be 
zero in the CM of colliding objects. So, an agreement with the 
experimental data has to be obtained. 

\ve conclude as follows: 

I. The idea of transparency of nuclear matter is in disag
reement with data. 

2. The difficulties which arise at the thermodynamical desc
ription of pion production without transparency (too weak aniso
tropy of produced particles, overestimation of pion multiplici
ties and too high transverse momenta) can be overcome if the 
first stage of nuclear collisions at high energy is assumed to 
be governed by hydrodynamics. 
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PaccMoTpeHw TBPMQAHHaMHI.IeCKHe MQAenH c pa3HWMH aapHaHTaMH npoapai.IHOCTH 
AAepHOro B~BCTBa. noKa3aH~, 'ITO BBeABHHe npoapai.IHOCTH XOTA H 3aMeTHO 
yny~.~WaeT cornacHe C AaHHWMH no MHO*BCTBBHHOCTH H nonepei.IHWM HMnynbCaM 
po*ABHHWX nHOHOB, npHBOAHT K C~eCTBeHHOMY paCXQ*AeHHG C 3KCnepHMeHTanb
HWMH A8HHWMH no CPSAHe~ 6wCTPOTe nHOHOB. npHBOAATCA apryMeHTW B nOnb3Y 
TOro, 'ITO 3TH TPYAHOCTH npeQAonHMW, ecnH npSAnono.MTb C~eCTBOBaHHe rHApo
AHHaMHI.IeCKOrO paC.HpeHHA Ha nepao~ CT3AHH CTonKHOBeHHA AAep. 

Pa6oTa awnonHeHa a na6opaTOPHH awcoKHX 3HeprH~ OHRH. 

Ga~dzlckl H., Hr~czy~skl S. EZ-83-548 
Difficulties of the Thenmodynamlcal Hodel Approach to Pion Production 
In Relativistic ion Collisions 

Thenmodynamlcal models with various forms of partial transparency of 
nuclear matter are considered. It Is shown that the introduction of trans
parency, however, significantly Improves agreement with pion data concer
ning multiplicities and transverse momenta, leads to a serious discrepancy 
with average rapidity of pions. Qualitative arguments are given that dif
ficulties of the thermodynamical approach can be overcome If one assumes 
hydrodynamlcal expansion In the first stage of nuclear Interactions. 

The Investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High 
Energies, JINR. 
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